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Dear Editor,

A 70-year-old male presented with pancytopenia and mas-
sive splenomegaly. Bone marrow examination and flow 
cytometry showed an extensive infiltration by hairy cell 
leukemia variant (HCLv) with phenotypical expression 
of CD20, CD22, CD11c, and CD103 and lack of CD5 and 
CD25 (Fig. 1A–C) [1]. Cytogenetic analysis showed a com-
plex karyotype with loss of 17p13.3p11.2. Mutational analy-
sis by next-generation sequencing demonstrated a mutation 
in TP53 (c645T > A, variant allele frequency 0.44).

The patient was initially treated with cladribine (0.15 mg/
kg/day for 5 days). Bone marrow evaluation 6 weeks after 
treatment showed refractory disease. The patient subse-
quently started rituximab at a dose of 375 mg/m2, which 
had to be discontinued after the third infusion because of an 
anaphylactic reaction. Rituximab plasma levels could not be 
detected due to anti-rituximab antibodies. Because of per-
sistent splenomegaly, the patient subsequently underwent a 

splenectomy. Histological examination of the spleen showed 
displacement of the normal architecture by extensive diffuse 
infiltration of the red pulp by HCLv. Response evaluation 
6 weeks after splenectomy showed persistent cytopenia due 
progressive HCLv bone marrow involvement. Given the 
absence of detectable rituximab in the plasma and the per-
sistent CD20 expression on the tumor cells, the patient was 
considered naïve to CD20-targeted therapy. The fully human 
anti-CD20 antibody ofatumumab has been successfully used 
to treat rituximab-intolerant patients, but is no longer mar-
keted in Europe [2]. Obinutuzumab is a humanized glyco-
engineered type 2 anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody, targeted 
at a different epitope of CD20 than rituximab and ofatu-
mumab [3]. Because of these pharmacological differences 
between rituximab and obinutuzumab, we did not expect 
obinutuzumab to cause a cross hypersensitivity reaction [4]. 
Although obinutuzumab has not been reported in HCLv, it 
has been successfully employed in multidrug-resistant HCL 
[5].

After written informed consent, the patient received 4 
weekly cycles of obinutuzumab at dosage of 1000 mg. The 
first infusion was given over 2 days, at a dose of 100 mg and 
900 mg, respectively [3]. Infusion of obinutuzumab was une-
ventful. Blood counts normalized within 4 weeks after the 
start of the treatment. A bone marrow examination showed 
a complete remission with minimal residual disease (MRD) 
detected by flow cytometry (3% monoclonal B cells). The 
patient received consolidation with 4 weekly cycles of obi-
nutuzumab. Six months after treatment, the patient remains 
in complete remission without detectable MRD (< 0.01% 
monoclonal B cells) (Fig. 1D–F).

In conclusion, this case report shows the feasibility of 
obinutuzumab in patients allergic to rituximab. Obinu-
tuzumab is a potential treatment option for patients with 
HCLv.
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Fig. 1  Immunohistochemical staining of bone marrow biopsy of 
hairy cell leukemia variant (× 400). A Bone marrow biopsy (H/E 
stain) at diagnosis showing a interstitial infiltrate of atypical lym-
phoid cells with enlarged, irregularly shaped nuclei. B, C Tumor 

cells were CD20 and CD79a positive. D Bone marrow biopsy (H/E 
stain) after successful treatment with obinutuzumab showing normal 
hematopoiesis. E, F No CD20- or CD79a-positive B cells could be 
observed. This was confirmed by flow cytometry (detection < 0.01%)
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